Cold Draw Assembly Mounting:

The ITP Cold Draw comes fully assembled and ready for installation. It is only necessary to mount the unit to the trailer wall, install the 4” PVC pipe and connect to a suitable power source.

Note: It is important to connect the power supply cable with the correct polarity –

- The white wire should go to the positive (+) side of the power source
- The black wire should go to the negative (-) side of the power source

**Mounting Instructions**

1) Mount Cold Draw assembly high on the trailer wall using the appropriate mounting holes (indicated below) and provided self-tapping screws. *Note: It is recommended that the self-tapping screws be installed into the trailer vertical members for optimal security*

![Mounting Diagram](image)

2) Install customer provided PVC 3” to 4” adapter (shown below) to flex tube and secure using provided clamp

![Adapter Diagram](image)

3) Install the customer provided 4” PVC pipe per ITP Pipe Installation Instructions (separate instruction)

4) Once the pipe is installed, route the electrical cable along the 4” PVC pipe to the desired connection location – *Note: This instruction does not cover electrical connections as the installations vary. It is recommended that the connections to the refrigeration unit be made by a qualified technician using appropriate OEM references.*